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China is a populous country. The demand of residential estate of the city is increasing 
continuously with the quickening of the process of urbanization, fast development of market 
economy and improvement of people's living standard. It is fundamental realities of our 
country to have a large population and a few land. We should take high plot ratio residential 
model under urban dense population as an important subject to study on the basis of fully 
respecting the reality and drawing lessons from the theories and practice achievements of 
inhabiting building of foreign cities especially the Asian cities. It is beneficial to economize 
limited territory resources and realize sustainable development of our country. 
Firstly this paper analyzes inhabiting evolution in the process of foreign urbanization 
and main tactics of inhabiting of Asian cities, and the state of inhabiting in Chinese history 
under dense population. And combining present social background, this paper points out it 
is very essential and urgent, and it has good social base and feasibility to adopt high plot 
ratio residential model as one of the tactics of developments of living area in city.  
Secondly, this article analyzes the composition factors, space construction and shape 
characteristics of two high plot ratio residential models. The two models are high-rise/high 
density and high-rise/low density. The author thinks the relationship between high plot ratio 
residential model with urban design, city traffic, city space should be considered while 
planning and building. High plot ratio residential model should being developed with urban 
planning and construction in harmony. Meanwhile, the author emphatically puts forward the 
tactics of improving life quality of resident, realizing “people first”, meeting people’s 
demand of emotion when facing the situation of high plot ratio bringing about high density 
of population. 
Finally, the domestic and international architectures proposed various kinds of idea of 
planning and designing to solve the problem that the continuously increasing of urban 
population needs more residential estate. These remarkable achievements have promoted 
sustainable development of the living environment. And these achievements have 
represented the life of living in the area of high density of population in the case of taking 
more less land than before. So we are convinced it is better of our future life inhabiting in 
the city.  
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